PROTECT LINE
Pure and durable

ALWAYS BETTER
The right solution to every demand
RHEINZINK is the world’s leading
manufacturer in titanium zinc. All the
innovations in product development
and quality standards for titanium
zinc, have been set by RHEINZINK.
For over 45 years, the company’s
dedication to innovation and product
development continue to move forwards. Having invented the prepatination process we are still looking to
improve it, as only an industry inno
vator can.
The future developments for the
titanium zinc industry will be guided
by these innovations. We have
extended our range, with the intro
duction of these new RHEINZINKproduct lines: PATINA LINE, PROTECT
LINE, COLOR LINE and INTERIEUR
LINE. Added to this, we offer custo
mers not only the widest range of
titanium zinc products, but also match
the high requirements and demands
of our market partners. All under
the banner our company’s ethos:
ALWAYS BETTER.

Natural material
100 % recyclable
Durable, maintenance-free and hard wearing
Installed to a high standard by skilled craftsmen
Extensive product range
Over 45 years experience in manufacturing and the supply of titanium zinc
Technical support and installation advice

RHEINZINK-PROTECT LINE
Pure and durable
This range is characterised by a transparent coating providing durable surface protection to the pre-weathered,
pickled surface. This coloured and
grained surface is also extremely resistant when used in harsh climatic
conditions and coastal locations. Difficult details such as soffit cladding
can easily be achieved with this new
surface protection. RHEINZINK-PROTECT is available in blue-grey and
graphite-grey and should be the first
choice when it comes to considering
environmental factors, to provide a
lasting titanium zinc solution.
	Protected by a durable transparent coating,
providing extra resistance in difficult climatic zones
	Added protection for preweathered surface
	Ideal for roofing applications and a wide range of RHEINZINK products,
to suit architecture details
Easy to process and fabricate

PROTECT
blue-grey

PROTECT
graphite-grey
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